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Saturday 9:00 AH - 12:00 noon
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT 1990
To the inhabltanta of the Tovn of Fltzwiiliam, in the Count/
of Cheshire, in said State, qualified to vote in town affairs, /ou
are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Fitzwilliam on
Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March next at seven (7:00) o'clock
in the afternoon to act on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To bring in your votes for the election of one
Selectman for three years, one Moderator for two years, one Fire
Ward for three years, one Cemetery Commissioner for three years,
one Trustee of Trust Funds for three years, one Trustee of Library
for three years, two Planning Board members for three years, two
Budget Committee members for three years, one Supervisor of the
Checklist for six years, and three Commissioners of Plants Memorial
Park for one year.
Polls will open not later than 2t00 p.m. and close not earlier
than 7:00 p.m., or such later time as shall be authorized by vote
of the town.
ARTICLE 2. To hear and act upon the reports of agents,
committees and officers heretofore chosen.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the town will vote to appoint a commit-
tee to have charge of the Memorial Day exercises, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the town will vote to recommend that
the Selectmen institute semi-annual property tax billing in
accordance with the provisions of RSA 7&:lS-a and RSA 76:15-b, or
take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 6. To see If the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3, 000. 00 for the purchase of a computer and
accessories for use by the Fitzwilliam Town Library, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $7, 500. 00 for the purchase of a truck
mounted highway sender for use by the Highway Department, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,500.00 for the purchase of a copy machine
for use by the Town Offices, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2, 500. 00 for the purchase of a riding lawn
mower for use by the Cemetery Department, or take any action
thereon.
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ARTICLE 10. To see If the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2, 000. 00 for the purchase of large diameter
hose for use by the Fire Department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of S8, 000. 00 for the purchase of a baler for
use at the Recycling Center, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $25, 000. 00 for the purchase of the Russell land
situated on Route 119 and West Lake Road, and designated as Kap 28,
Lot 11 on the Tax Hap of the Town of Fitzwilliam; said land to be
used for future town needs with particular emphasis on recreational
uses, provided however, that said purchase shall be subject to a
determination by the Board of Selectmen that there will be suffic-
ient usable area in said tract not affected by wetlands' restric-
tions, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 13. To see If the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of *10, 000. 00 to be added to the Fire Department
Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase of equipment for the Fire
Department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $8,000.00 for repairs to the Town tennis courts,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $14,500.00 lor repairs and improvements to the
Recreation Department Pole Barn, or take any action thereon. <Not
recommended by the Budget Committee.
)
ARTICLE 16. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of t45, 000. 00 for the purpose of renovating and re-
pairing the Fitzwilliam Depot Fire Station building to provide new
quarters for the Fitzwilliam Police Department, an office for the
Fire Wards, and a new heating system for the building, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $43,000.00 t-o complete the reconstruction work on
West Lake Road, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $3,500.00 to be spent on updating the Town Master
Plan, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 19. To Bmm if the town will vota to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $25, 000. 00 for the re-eurfaclng of Town highways,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $42, 000. 00 for the reconstruction of #4 Road, or
take any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 21. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1, 800. 00 to support the operation of the
Keadowood County Area Fire Department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of *1,768.00 for the support of the Monadnock
Family Services, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 23. (By Petition) To see if the town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of «80, 000. 00 for the construction of
a now police station to be built on Town-owned property, or take
any action thereon. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee.
)
ARTICLE 24. To hear the report of the Budget Committee and
pass any vote in relation thereto.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to sell tax deeded property, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote t.o authorize the
Board of Selectmen to trade, sell, or otherwise dispose of any
unusable vehicles or equipment of any of the departments of the
Town, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Trustees of Trust Funds to accept Cemetery Trust Fund moneys in
excess of minimum trust fund amounts as established under ARTICLE
20 of the annual meeting of the town of 1971 or any other vote the
town may have taken to set rates for cemetery lots and trust funds,
with said amounts to be for the care and maintenance of cemetery
lots, and said authorization to be retroactive and Include all
funds currently held by the Trustees of Trust Funds, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Trustees of Trust Funds to accept the sum of *5, 000. 00 from the
estate of Marjorie S. McKanus for the benefit of persons in need of
welfare assistance, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 29. To see If the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to enter Into a long-term agreement with the
Town of Jaffrey for the purpose of providing for disposal of solid
waste, such an agreement being authorized under the terms of
RSA 53-A (Agreements Between Government Units), or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to enter into an agreement with the State of New
Hampshire Retirement System for the purpose of providing retirement
benefit coverage for all full-time town employees who are not pres-
ently participants in the system, or take any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to rescind action
taken under Article 29 at the March 12, 1946 Annual Town Meeting
relative to dump hours, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
establish suitable Trash Transfer Station hours, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 32. To see If the Town will vote to rescind action
taken under Article 26 at the March 9, 1937 Annual Town Meeting
relative to the use of and rates for the use of the Town Hall, and
to authorize the Board of Selectmen to establish such rules and set
such rates as may be appropriate, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to accept the renum-
bering of the various ordinances and regulations of the town from
their original numbering, if any, to the numbering or codification,
sequence, arrangement and captions, as set forth in the Code of the
Town of Fitzwilllam, dated 1989, and published by General Code Pub-
lishers Corp. of Rochester, New York; said code being a compilation
of the present ordinances and regulations of the town, and having
no Bubetantive changes in the text thereof; said codification being
done under the direction of the Board of Selectmen as authorized by
an affirmative vote of the town under ARTICLE 16 of the annual
meeting of 1986, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 34. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to
designate Webb Hill Road a scenic highway per RSA 231 t 157, 156, or
take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 35. (By Petition) To see If the Town will vote to
adopt a trespass ordinance for all Parks, Commons, and Cemeteries
owned by the Town of Fitzwilllam, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 36. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to
adopt an ordinance to curtail unnecessary noise within the limits
of the Town of Fitzwilllam, or take any action thereon.
GIVEN UNDER our hands this _JS_''day of February in the year of
our Lord, nineteen hundred ninety.
/" jThomas F. Parker




BUDGET OF THE TOUN OF FITZUILLIM, NH
For the Year 1990
PUKPUbtS OF
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SOURCES OF REVENUE
HARCH 14, 1989 SmPSIS
AUUAL TOVH HEETIK - FITZVILLIAH, IH
The Annual Town Meeting was called to order at
2:00 PH by Moderator Pro Ten Wallace Angler. The
e«pty ballot box vas displayed and voting started
innediately on Article 1, the Election of Tovn
Officers, vith the following results:
Selectaan Barry B. Chapaan 47
(3 year tera)
HABCH 14, 1989 STHOPSIS
AHNUAL TOVM HEETIHG - FITZVILLI4II, IH
The polls closed at 7:07 PH. The evening Meeting vas
opened at that tlae and the prayer was led by Rev.
Douglas Stewart, followed by the salute to the flag.
The reading of the entire warrant at this tli» was
waived and each article was read Individually before
acting on sane.
Article 2 - To hear and act upon the reports of
agents^ coaaittees and officers heretofore chosen.
Selectmen Thoaas Parker spoke on this article. A
different fira was hired to print the Annual Report
and aore reports were printed than last year. One
page was left out of the inventory of taxable prop-
erty and if anyone would like a copy of that page,
one will be provided at the Selectaen*8 Office. He
thanked Carolyn Lilback for the use of the pictures
that were used in the town report. He also recog-
nized Jesse F. Davis for his years as our Representa-
tive in the Hew Haapshire Legislature.
Article 3 - Voted to have the Moderator appoint a
coaaittee of five (5) to have charge of the Heaorial
Day exercises. Appointed froa the floor were: Rev.
Douglas Stewart, Ronnie Hickerson and Robin Haynes.
Will need 2 aore people to serve.
Article 4 - Voted to borrow aoney in anticipation of
taxes. Soaeone asked about billing twice a year, and
the Selectaen took this under adviseaent.
Article 5 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua of
$50,000.00 for the re-assessaent of the town and to
authorize the Board of Selectaen to enter a contract
for this purpose.
Article 6 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua of
$14,000.00 to paint the exterior of the Town' Hall.
Selectaan Crutchley stated that 4 estiaates at public
bid had been received.
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Article 7 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua of
$5, 00(9. 00 to provide handicap access to the Town
Hall.
Article 8 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua of
$4»500. 00 to replace the tvo furnaces in the Town
Hall.
Article 9 - This article for $3»000.00 for a computer
for the Tovn Clerk-Tax Collector's Office vas voted
in the negative.
Article 10 - This article for $75»000.00 for recon-
struction of the West Lake Road vas voted in the
negative hy a poll of the house, resulting in:
Yes 84 No 89
Article 11 - Voted to AMEND this article to read:
Voted to raise and appropriate the sua of $35, 000> 00
for the purchase and crushing of gravel to be used on
tovn highvays. A poll of the house vote resulting in
the aaended vote as follovs:
Yes 96 No 62
Article 12 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $20,000.00 for the re-surfacing of Tovn Highvays.
Article 13 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $25,000.00 for the construction of a building,
purchase of capital equipaent, and other costs
incidental to establishing a recycling prograa at the
tovn Trash Transfer Station.
Article 14 - Voted in the negative after auch discus-
sion to purchase property for the sua of $50,000.00
to build a Fire Station and Police Station. The
article vas reconsidered by a request froa Fire Chief
Charles Kenison. Williaa Prigge spoke on the article
also. One of the biggest concerns vas that after the
property vas purchased, it vould cost a lot for the
building.
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AHMUAL TOVH HEETIHj - FITZWILLIAH, IH
Article IS - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $16, 100. 00 for the purchase of a vehicle suitable
for use by the Police Departsent.
Article 16 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $2,000.00 for the purchase of hose and fittings
for the Fire Departaent«
Article 17 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $2, 000. 00 for the purchase of large diaseter hose
for use by the Fire Department.
Article 18 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $2,000.00 for the purchase of protective clothing
for use by the Fire Department.
Article 19 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $4, 500. 00 to replace the double doors on the hall
at the rear of the Depot Fire Station.
Article 20 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $10,000.00 to be added to the Fire Departaent
Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase of equipaent
for the Fire Departaent.
Article 21 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $1,800.00 to support the operation of the
Headowood County Area Fire Departaent.
Article 22 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $200. 00 for the support of the Grand Nonadnock
Arts Council.
Article 23 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sua
of $1,680.00 for the support of the Honadnock Faaily
Services.
Article 24 - Voted to accept the budget in the aaount
of $913,388.00.
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Article 25 - Voted to accept a conveyance to the tovn
of a certain parcel of land knovn as the Holaan
Headov, containing 9. 5 acres and shovn on the Town
Tax Haps as Hap 10, Lot 43.
Article 25 A - Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to sell tax deeded property.
Article 26 - Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to trade, sell, or otherwise dispose of any
unusable vehicles or equipment of any of the depart-
ments of the Tovn.
Article 27 - Voted to establish a aandatory recycling
prograa in connection with the disposition of solid
vBste generated vithin the Tovn of Fitzvilliaa, to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to designate the
types of aaterials to be recycled, to set the effect-
ive date of the recycling prograa, and to establish
such rules and regulations as aay be necessary to
ensure an effective prograa.
The Meeting adjourned at 11:25 PH.






HOVEHBER 1, 1989 STHOPSIS
SPECIAL TOVH HEETIRG - FITZVILLI4H, IH
A Special Town Meeting vas held on the folloving
articles:
Article 1: (By Ballot) Voted to adopt the optional
veteran's exemption of $100.00 rather than $50.00.
Yes 221 No 35
Article 2: (By Ballot) Voted to adopt the optional
property tax exemption on residential property for a
service-connected total disability at $1^400 rather
than $700.
Yes 214 No 37
Article 3: (By Ballot) Voted to adopt optional
adjusted elderly exemptions fro* property tax for
qualified taxpayers as follovs: a person 65 years of
age up to 75 years» $12,500; a person 75 years of age
up to S0 years, $25,000; a person 80 years of age or
older, $50, 000.
Yes 235 No 19
Article 4: Voted to adopt Aaendnent #1 to the Land
Usage By-Lavs clarifying the tern *Hini«ua Front
Yard.
"
Yes 199 No 35
Article 5: Voted to adopt Anendnent #2 to the Land
Usage By-Lavs clarifying the tine fraaes for Board of
Adjustment action on variances.
Yes 217 No 22
Article 6: Voted to adopt Aaendnent #3 to the Land
Usage By-Lavs naking provisions for day care
facilities.
Yes 178 No 44
Article 7: Voted to adopt Aaendnent #4 to the Land
Usage By-Lavs Making provisions for tvo-fa«ily
(duplex) dvellings.
Yes 163 No 63
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Article 8: Voted to adopt Aaendaent fS to the Land
Usage By-Lavs aaking provisions for ulti-faaily
dwellings.
Yes 164 No 57
Article 9: Voted to adopt Aaendaent #6 to the Land
Usage By-Lavs aaking certain textual odifications
and revisions concerning special peraits.
Yes 172 No 39
Article 10: Voted to adopt Aaendaent #7 to the Land
Usage By-Lavs concerning excavations.
Yes 212 No 34
Article 11: Voted to adopt Aaendaent #8 to the Land
Usage By-Lavs concerning "Haaaerhead* lots.
Yes 163 No 47
Article 12: Voted to adopt Aaendaent #9 to the Land
Usage By-Lavs concerning the General Industrial
District definition.






Fltzviiliaii ended 1969 in very good shape. Finan-
cially, ve are in excellent condition. We have no
long-tern debt, incoae fron sources other than
property taxes has exceeded our estiaates, and total
expenditures case in under budget. This resulted in
a surplus of funds in the aaount of $53,601.00 at the
end of the year. A portion of these funds will be
used to reduce property taxes in 1990.
Speaking of property taxes, the total aaount coanit-
ted to the Tax Collector this year was $2, 131, SSI. 00
an increase of $122, 499. 00 or 6. IX over 1966. After
adjustments for an increased tax base, the total dol-
lar increase was very close to, or Just under, the
rate of inflation.
This has been a slow year for housing construction in
Town and real estate sales in general » A total of
97 Building Peraits were issued by the Selectaen*s
Office this past year. Of the Building Peraits is-
sued during 1969^ only 9 were for new hoae construc-
tion. This represents the lowest nuaber of new hoae
peraits in several years. Looking at the aonthly
transfer records, we have also seen fewer property
transfers for 1969 than in several years.
The re-assessaent of property, approved and funded at
the 1969 Town Meeting, has been coapleted. The Board
of Selectaen is very pleased with the outcoae. The
total assessed valuation of the Town for 1969 was
$146,253,500.00. It appears that the greatest
increases in value, percentage wise, were in shore-
frontage, recreational property and land. Saaller
increases were noted on older hoaes, and the saallest
increases were on newer hoaes. The re-assessaent of
property in Town has resulted in a aore equitable
overall assessaent and distribution of the tax burden
on our property owners.
We have been trying for several years to obtain new
quarters for the Police Departaent. We have had a
21
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couple of coaiiittees work on the problea, but the
closest ve have coae to a solution vas to place an
Article on the Warrant last year for the purchase of
property on Route 12. This Article vas defeated. We
believe the priaary reason vas cost.
The problea has not gone avay, in fact, it grovs
vorse. The building is very rickety, and every tiae
the fire engine parked dovnstairs is started, the
Police Departaent is gassed. We still have a space
problea, the Departaent is still on the second floor
so accessibility is a problea, and there is still
only one aeans of egress. On top of that, there are
a groving nuaber of repairs vhich need to be aade if
ve are going to continue to use the building for
office space.
This year ve are recoaaending that aonies be approp-
riated to relocate the Police Departaent to the back
of the Depot Fire Station. We propose to use a por-
tion of the hall as a Police Station, increasing
their space by approxiaately 50X. In addition, ve
vould provide an office for the Fire Wards and nev
heating equipaent. We have been advised that one oil
burner is on its last leg and the other is probably
not far behind > The heating unit vould be relocated
to a separate utility rooa in order to aeet applic-
able safety codes.
We believe our plan aeets all necessary criteria In
providing adequate quarters for the Police. It bet-
ter utilizes existing space, and is the aost econoai-
cal solution available. This plan has been endorsed
by both the Board of Selectaen and the Budget
Coaaittee.
The aandatory recycling prograa becaae a reality in
Noveaber. We vant to express our thanks and appreci-
ation to the Recycling Coaaittee and the aany volun-
teers vho have put in long hours to aake this prograa
a success. Above all, ve especially vant to thank
22
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you, the residents of Fltzviiiiaa, for your coopera-
tion and cheerful efforts which have really aade this
prograa work.
The result has been that we have already reduced the
nuaber of tiaes the coapactor container needs to be
hauled to Jeffrey and eaptied to once a week - a sav-
ings of One Hundred Seventy-Eight dollars ($178.00)
per trip. During 1990 we want to increase the per-
centage of the waste streaa being recycled. We plan
to accoaplish this by expanding the products being
recycled and by increasing the coapliance rate.
The building and site renovations for recycling have
been accoaplished^ and the operation is running
snoothly (see the Recycling Coaaittee's report for
details). The only additional equipaent needed is a
baler used to coapact all aaterials (except glass)
for ease in storage and aarketing. The baler we are
currently using dates back to 1925^ and we feel it
needs to be replaced. We will apply for aatching
funds through a grant froa the Office of State
Planning.
We are continuing to search for a long-tera solution
to handling that portion of the waste streaa that is
not recyclable, and we have been working with the
Town of Jeffrey to this end. The plan we subaitted
to the State reaains unapproved, but not dead. In
recent talks with Jeffrey, we have coaaitted to an
increased effort to obtain a decision froa the State
to perait construction of a new landfill.
We have also continued to watch other solid waste al-
ternatives 80 as to be able to coapare and choose the
best alternative for Fitzwilliaa, both environaental-
ly and econoaically. Unfortunately, aany of the




This year ve are asking for authority to enter into a
RSA 53-A agreeaent with Jaffrey. Entering such an a-
greeaent vould be conditional upon our being con-
vinced that it was the best answer for Fitzwiliian.
Such an agreement would be for a iniaua of twenty
years, primarily due to bonding requireaents in set-
ting up a new, lined landfill.
For all practical purposes, the sports field project
has been successfully completed. Although not fin-
ished in tiae for use during 1969, it will be ready
for use in 1990. The Recreation Coaaittee has out-
lined an expanded progran, aiaed particularly at the
youth of our coaaunity, which will go a long way
toward iaproving relationships between generations,
and we believe it deserves our whole-hearted support.
The Recreation Coaaittee has also recoaaended two
projects: the repair of the tennis courts and the
repair of the pole barn. If we are to save these
assets, these projects need to be done.
The Board of Selectaen is recoaaending that we con-
sider purchasing land in Fitzwilliaa Depot for future
use by the Town, particularly by the Recreation De-
partaent. This land is available at a fair price at
this tiae, and we believe it would be in the Town's
best interests to own it.
Several projects approved and funded at the 1989 Town
Meeting reaain to be coapleted in the weeks ahead.
The Town Hall exterior has been repainted, but the
signs and lettering of the war aeaorial on the front
of the building aust be done. A handicap entrance to
the rear of the Town Hall turned out to be far aore
coaplex and costly than anticipated. This, along
with a lack of response to a request for estiaates,
has placed the project on hold teaporarily.
24
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In closing this report, ve the Selectmen would like
to express our deep appreciation to all the volunteer
and elected nenbers of the various Tovn Boards and
Connlttees who have given selflessly of their tlae
and effort to «ake the Tovn of Fltzvlllla« a nice
place to live.
Respectfully subaitted,





Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
131 Middle Street




Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of
Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1989,
and have issued our report thereon dated February 2, 1990.
In planning and performing our audit of the financial state-
ments of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire for the year
ended December 31, 1989, we considered its internal control
structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the
purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements and
not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.
The management of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire is
responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal control
structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and
judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies
and procedures. The objective of an internal control structure
are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute,
assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are
executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal
control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless
occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of
the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that
procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions
or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of polices
and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the






Expenditures for goods and services
and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities
Debt and debt service expenditures
For all of the control categories listed above, we obtained
an understanding of the design of relevant policies and proce-
dures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we
assessed control risk.
A material weakness is a condition in which the design or
operation of one or more of the specific internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the
risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be
material to the financial statement may occur and not be detected
within a timely period by employees in the normal course of
performing their assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would
not necessarily disclose all conditions that are considered to be
material weaknesses as defined above. However, our study and
evaluation disclosed no condition that we believed constitutes a
material weakness.
This report is intended for the information of management,
and the Board of Selectmen. This restriction is not intended to





For the Year 1989
RECEIPTS
TAXES
Property Taxes Coieitted - Current Year (1989) $
Property Tax Rate Break for County
Property Tax Rate Break for School
Land Use Change Tax - current
Yield Taxes CoMitted - Current Year (1989)
Interest & Penalties on Taxes




Business Licenses, Periits & Filing Fees














INTERBCyewerTAL REVENUES - STATE
Shared Revenue
HighMay Block Brant






RE\eiE FROM CHRREES FDR SERVICE





Sale of Town Property
Total
TOTAL REVENJES FROM ALL SOURCES












For the Year 1989
EXFE»DITIJRES
BE>ERflL 60VER>iEWT
ToMn Officer Salaries % 25,186
ToMn Officer Expenses 53,982
Election and Registration 979
Cewteries 8,698
General Bovemient Buildings 14,615
Reappraisal of Property 449








General Highway Department 199,878
Street Lighting 7,797
SflNITflTION









Parks and Recreation 11,764
Patriotic Purposes 489
DBT SERVICE
Interest: Tax Anticipation Notes 73,881
29
FINflNCIflL REPORT
For the Year 1989
OFERflTINB TRANSFERS OUT
Fire Departwnt Capital Reserve 10,000
HISCELUIEDUS
FICA, Retireaent, Pension Contributions 19,160
Insurance 61,501
Uneflployaent Compensation 5,551
Grand Monadnock Prts Council 200
UNCUISSIFIED
FINMCIflL REPORT







Due Froe Other Funds 17,849
TOTAL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 589,S5B
GRAND TOTAL $ 8M,817
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable 15,921
Unexpended Balances - Special Appropriations 97,281
Unexpended Balances of Other Funds 14,835
School District Taxes Payable 677,677
Reserve for Estimated UncoUectable Taxes 1,582
Total Accounts QMed by the Tam 817,216
Fund Balance - Current Surplus 53,681
GRA» TOTAL $ 868,817
31
SCHEDULE OF TOVN PROPEBTT
AS OF 12/31/89
DESCBIPTIOII V4LUE





Total Revenues & Credits
Net Tovn Appropriations
Net School Tax Assessnent
County Tax Assessment
Total of Tovn, School, County
DEDUCT Total Business
Profits Tax Reiabursewent
ADD War Service Credits
ADD Overlay





Nev England Power Coapany $ 604, 200











Total Ruaber of Acres
Exempted under Ciirreiit Use 9, 248.
1
Total Nusber of Mcrea
Taken Out of Current Use During Year 7.0
Hunber of
STATEHEHT OF APPROPRIATION
For the Tax Tear 1989
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIOMS AHOUIIT
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Tovn Officers* Salaries $ 24»30e.00
Tovn Officers* Expenses 56»(IM9O.O0
Election & Registration Expenses 5CM9. 00
Ceaeteries 9» 400. 00
General Governaent Buildings 15^000.00
Reappraisal of Property 7»000.00
Planning & Zoning 18» 900.00
Legal Expenses 25^000.00
Advertising & Regional Association 2, 142. 00
Board of Adjustaent Expenses 1»657.00
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police Departaent 92,610.00
Fire Departaent 24»900. 00
Civil Defense 100.00
Building Inspection 3»400. 00
Headovood Fire Dept. (Article 21) 1»800.00
HIGHVAYS» STREETS & BRIDGES
General Highway Dept. Expenses 196,000.00
Street Lighting 7,500.00
SANITATION
















Arts Council (Article 22)
DEBT SERVICE




Handicap Access - Tovn Hall
Purchase & Crush Gravel
Road Oil /Grits
Police Cruiser
Transfer Station - Recycling
Fire Dept. Hose & Fittings
Fire Dept. Hose
Fire Dept. Protective Gear
Fire Station Doors
Oil Burner - Tovn Hall
Fire Dept. Capital Reserve
HISCELLAIEOUS





For the Tax Tear 19B9
TAXES
Yield Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Land Use Change Tax
O^ AflkA AA
OA AAA AA^4y WOW* VHP
5 AAA AA
IMTKBGOVKRMMKMTAL BEVBIUKS - STATE
Shared Revenue - Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Railroad Tax



















Rent of Town Property
3» 2v0» 00
\f 000> 00
WTgrin 1 Aimnc; revkmuES
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
O^ AAA AA
1 f OO0> 00
OTHER FIHAICIHG SOURCES
Withdrawals Froa General Fund Trusts 2y dOO* 00
TOTAL REVEHUES AHD CREDITS $ 368,751.00
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DETAILED STfllkltNT OF EXPENDITURES
DETAILED STATDOfT OF EXPENDITURES
DETAILED STATOCNT OF EXPE»OITlJRES
For the Year 1989
SOUTHUEST REGION ASSOCIATION






DETAILED STATEiefT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1989
t4i5C. Expenditures
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES




Supplies - toieral 57.25







DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1989
MIMflL CONTROL
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPEWITURES
For the Year 1989
INTEREST EXP.- TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES 73,8M.69
ABATEICNTS/REFUDS/REINBURSENENTS 29,550.64
TAX LIEN PURCHASE
DETAILED STATDCNT OF EXPDIDITURES
For the Year 1989
FIND TTWNSFERS
TAX CQLIECTQfrS REPORT - SUNHRRY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR EMO DECEWER 31, 1989
TDUN OF FITZUILLIAM, W
-DR-
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning
Property Taxes
Yield Taxes
TAX CaLLECTIR*S REPORT - SUmflRY OF TAX SflLEAAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR EMO DECEMBER 31, 1989
TOUN OF FITZUILLIAM, m
-DR-
Tax Sale/Lien on account of Levies ofi
1988 1987 1986 & 1985
Balance of Unredeeaed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year; $48,213.06 $ 13,963.W
Taxes Executed to Town
During Fiscal Year; $ 128,567.88
Interest Collected After
Sale/Lien Execution; 4,561.88 5,265.88 5,152.88




Redeipt ions % 54, 944. 88 $ 25, 255. 88 $ 12, 223. 88
Interest & Costs After Sale 4,561.88 5,265.88 5,152.88
Abatements During Year; 13.88
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year; 73,623.88 14,958.88 1,727.88










Carlson, Rayaond B. & Shirley
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Deairgian, Varohjan
Eddy, Daniel H. & J. Patriarca
Fish, Horaan H. & Pauline




losua, Scott, Jayce & A. Arrigo
Khoury, Brian W.
LaFontaine, Ray A. & Kathy H.
LeBlanc, Oscar & Nancy O'Brien
Lively, Daniel & Nancy
HcCauley, David K. & Shirley A.













Bailey, Donald H. $ 1,048.58
Barry, Janice et al 295.60
Beal, Jeffrey 305.61
Brackett, Donald H. 3,544.99
Bullock, III, Benjaain & Frances 1,852.05
Carlson, Rayaond B. & Shirley 1, 152. 20
Carroll, Frank & Susan 432.41
Clouten, Theresa E. 443.58
Collins, Robert & Catherine 1,249.11
Cunninghaa, Robert A. & Cynthia 416. 91
Davis, Eric L. & Adrienne 3,049.83
Deairgian, Varohjan 282. 68
Desaond, Walter & Nancy 17, 065. 39
Eddy, Daniel H. & J. Patriarca 263.30
Eddy, Henry, Nicole & J. Patriarca 865. 72
Figelski, Walter & Betty A. 547.79
Fish, Noraan H. & Pauline 1, 530. 47
Furey, Warren 60. 09
Gilaan, Richard E. 1,094.88
Green, Stephen 401. 90
Guenther, Jaaes H. 303.94
Haynes, Tiaothy & Susan L. 2, 729. 14
losua, Scott, Jayce & A. Arrigo 1, 752. 43
Khoury, Brian W. 114.28
Kilpatrick, Williaa & Barbara 1,406.29
Koster, Peter J. 337. 29
Lapsley, Joseph & Raaona 50. 59
Lively, Daniel & Nancy 1,652.40
Martin, Beverly 445.66
HcCauley, David K. & Shirley A. 419.61
Heattey, Theodore 1, 499. 21
Herriaan, Joseph & J. Barry 1, 793. 08
Nieaela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J. 11,511.87
O'Brien, Nancy 870.83
Olson, Hichael C. 937.06
Panagiotes, Hark 326. 68
Patch, Hovard & Patricia A. 173.45
Quesnel, Roger J. & Harriet 423. 42





Royce, Jr. , John
Skinner, Edson & Lea
Saith, Raaona
Soly, Joseph E. & Patricia
Sveeney, Hark D«





Whipple, Sr. , Henry W.
Whithaa, Wesley C.
Willard, Robert R.





















Aldsworth, Doris Y, $ 1,406,75
Allen, Janes & Leslie Willard 298.00
Anderson, Dean S. 602.00
Angler, Frank A- 880.00
Austin, Tinothy A. 1,138.00
Baab, Janes H. & Pauline N. 1, 186. 00
Bailey, David B. & Susan W. 1,664.00
Bailey, Donald H. 4,381.00
Barry, Shirley A. 421.00
Bazley, Willian G. 2,003.00
Beal, Jeffrey L, 405,00
Beanan Lunber, Inc. 3, 985. 00
Beers, David A. 405.00
Berardi, Catherine Mye 388.00
Berardi, Jr., Aldo & Catherine J. 402.01
Borghesi, Janes V. & Dennis P. 1,013.00
Boston & Haine Corp. 1» 351. 00
Brackett, Donald H. 3,161.00
Breed Trust, Allan P. 2,287.00
Briggs, Glenn A. & Joanne 244.00
Britt 277.00
Brogan, David J. 348,00
Brown, II, Winthrop & M. O'Brien 207.80
Brutto, Charles «. & Jean 185,85
Bullock, Benjanin L. & Frances B. 1,843.00
Bullock, Gordon I. 951.00
Bunk, George W. 359.00
Burke, Janes & Velna 668.00
Burt, Randolph 4,932.00
Bush, Warren 452.00
Cantwell, Kevin R. 1,824.00
Car ley, Ednund F. i Dorothy 10.00
Carlson, Raynond B. & Shirley 963.00
Carroll, Frank & Susan 273.93
Carruthers, Cary & Sherry L. 33.00
Chapman, Barry G. & Rebecca A. 1,626.00
Chase, Jr. , Howard E, 1,016.00
Cirillo, Evelyn W. 348.00





Ciouten, Theresa E. 802.00
Coburn, Gene F. & Sandra D. 1,367.00
Coiella, Steven T. & Jane H. 772.00
CondonlniuB Associates Dev. Tea« 8, 241. 00
Cook, Daphne J. 613.00
Constantino, Deaetrius & Lorraine E. 985.00
Cred. Adjust. Serv. ZRbt. &Cath. Collins 1, 210. 00
Crisp, Robert A. 601.00
Cunings, Shirley E. 1,622.00
Cunings, Shirley E. & C. Welch 1,250.00
Cynewski, Edvard P. & L. Tewksbury 454.00
Daley, Jeanne S. 805.00
Davis, David F. 1,398.00
Davis, Edvard A. & Cheryl H. 1,462.00
Davis, Eric L. & Adrienne 2,114.00
Decatur, Crystal L. 1, 122. 00
Decatur, Thomas B. & Lucile 1,927.00
Decatur Estate, Verne H. 1,407.00
Denirgian, Varohjan 525.00
Derby, Stanley E. 44.00
Desnond, Walter F. & Hancy L. 8,975.00
Dick, Kenneth A. & Sharon G. 1, 103. 00
Donovan William J. & Hazel A. 761.00
Dunham, Kathleen R. 1,101.00
Dunton, James N. & Dora J. 539.00
Dunton, Levis 2,014.00
Dunton, Robert & Harolyn W« 825.00
Ear ley, Thomas J. 213.00
Eddings, Curtis L. & Hariette G. 568.00
Eddy, Daniel H. & J. Patriarca 300.00
Eddy, Henry, Nicole & J. Patriarca 3,726.00
Englander, Irvin S. 1,705.00
Ernst, Roger A. 1,479.00
Favreau, Donald R. 348.00
Fernandes, Santiago & Rose 1,724.00
Figelski, Waiter G. & Betty A. 678.00
Fish, Norman H. & Pauline 1,446.00
Fiske, Jr. George F. & Barbara 1,703,00





Fiook, George L. 62.00
Foden, Stanley J. & Patricia E. 596.00
Foley, Hichael 307. 00
Fontaine, Herve R. & Gladys L« 295.00
Fobs, Robert & Barbara A. 627.00
Foster, Dale 1, 504. 00
Fournier, Janes D. & Brenda 303.60
Fulton, David 269. 00
Gadvah, Ronald L. & Katherine 218.62
Gardiner, Gregory 327.00
Garrett, Donald E. & Cynthia 1,692.00
George, Kinberly A. 178.60
Gillian, Richard E. 841.00
Giroux, Lily I. 949,00
Goddard, Arnold & Rachel 412.38
Golden, Judith A. 1,235.00
Grab, Hichael & Lola-Gene B. 1,520.00
Gravel, Donald F. 1, 102. 00
Green, Trustee, Raynond C. 20,207.00
Guenther, Janes H. 785.00
Guerrette, Helen C. 1,262.00
Hannu, Hark & Eeua, & Raynond Aho 1,916.00
Hanscon, Doris A. 505.00
Hart, Paul R. 1,399.00
Hautanen, Brian J. & Donna 1,526.00
Havley, Jr., Harry T. & Elaine G. 454.00
Holnan, Bertha H. 218.00
Holnes Estate, Hildred E. 3,803.00
Hubbard, David H. & Hancy E. 717.00
losua, Scott, Jayce & A. Arrigo 1, 352. 00
Jacobs, Arthur J. & Kathryn 173.91
Jacobs, Roland 549.00
Jensen, David H. & Diane D. 1,898.00
Jobbagy, Sr. , Francis & Hary 168. 00
Johnson, Bruce 297. 00
Johnson, Ronald & Sarah 752.00
Johnson, Russell J. & Annette 1, 314. 00
Jones, Deborah J. 1,140.00





Kenison, Charles G. 689.00
Kennedy, Brian K. & Helen S. 199.00
Khoury, Brian W. 142.00
Killory, Daniel & Andrea H. 616. IS
Kilpatrick, Williaa & Barbara 1,155.00
Knight, Steven A. 790.00
Kokell, John & Joy H. 329.00
Koster, Peter J. 670.00
Kraft, Stephen N. & Arlene L. 702. 00
Kruwibiegl, Herbert & Phyllis 286.00
LaFave, Scott & Theresa 412.00
Lafond, Jr. , Henry A. 181. 20
LaFontaine, Ray A. & Kathy H. 308.00
Lapsley, Joseph A. & Ranona J. 579.00
Larson, et al, Joseph S. 1,058.00
Lawrence, Keith E. 296.00
Levis, Janes T. & Charlotte 2,037.00
Lilback Estate, Eino J. 868.00
Linderaan, Jaaes L. 1,299.00
Lively, Daniel & Nancy 1,687.00
Lund, Alfred P. & Patricia 618.00
Hahoney, Daniel & Cheryl 80. 38
Handra, Joseph 521. 00
Hanhoff, Harold D. & Hildred B. 2,094.00
Harchetti, Karin 80.07
Hartin, Beverly 514.00
Hassin, Francis C. & Elizabeth 380.00
Hattson, Edvin G. & Shirley 1,060.00
Hattson, Jr. , Edvin 0. & Sandra 1, 173. 00
Hay, Warren H. & Linda J. 861.00
HcCauley, David K. & Shirley A. 464.00
Heattey, Darryl D. & Janet 1,600.00
Heattey, Darryl D. & Jeffrey 1,066.00
Heattey, Theodore 2,483.00
Herrinan, Joseph & Janice Barry 2,104.00
Reserve Sally D. 812.00
Hethe, Edvard J. 3,259.00
Hichelson, Carl 153.00





Horrarty, Florence 630. 00
Horz, Williaa & Beverly A. 366.00
Hullet, Dana 413.00
Hullin, Rita J. 2,453.00
Hurphy, Dennis H. & Kevin J. 1,741.00
Nattila, Steven S. & Robyn J. 1,418.00
Kevins, Frank C. 336.00
Nieaela, Michael 584. 00
Nienela, Ralph J. & Grace H. 2,577.00
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E. 5,550.00
NieMela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J. 2,404.00
Nienitalo, Scott L. & Karen 1,621.00
O'Brien, Nancy A. 716.00
O'Connor, Jaaes J. & Frances H. 439.20
Olson, Michael C. & A. Seppala 2,775.00
Park & Sons, Inc. 1,821.00
Patch, Howard & Patricia A. 317.00
Patch, Robert J. & Kathleen 1,390.00
Pelkey, Leonard & Ann 239.00
Pelkey, Hike 231.00
Pelkey, Jr. , Leonard 1,034.00
Perry, Panela J. Jane Currie 614. 20
Pino, Salvatore 359.00
Pugh, Janet M. & H. Willhite 148.11
Pulis, Muriel J. & Andrea 1,097.00
Quesnel, Roger J. & Harriet 881.97
Reis, Walter H. 346.00
Richards, Donald R. 157.00
Richardson, Trustee, Luray 5,971.00
Ridabock, Peter P. 2,843.00
Rideg, Charles & Antoinette 1,881.00
Riley, Thoaas J. 2,069.00
Riley, Thoaas, Concetta, Michael 3,432.00
Robichaud, Thoaas A. & Jo-Ann 1,289.00
Robidoux, Jr. , Edward J. & Shirley 857.00
Robidoux, Sr. , Edward J. & Cora 679.00
Rousseau, Arthur J. & Genevieve 2, 512. 00
Royce, John J. & Janet L. 307. 57





Ruariil, Robert & Deborah
Rush, Gary L.
Russell, Donald & Sherry
Rybak, Aaron
S & L Realty Trust, L. Richardson
Saaaartino, Victor A.
Schierioth, Heraan & Elaine
Sherbloa, Paul
Skinner, Edson H« & Lea H.
Soly, Joseph E. & Patricia
Songer, Keith
Spezzaferri, Robert & Elizabeth
Stewart, Barrie & Doreen Hall
Straitiff , Jr. , John R. & Lori J.
Streeter, David J.
Streeter, Jo-Ann D.
Sundquist, C. Daniel & Sandra J.
Sveeney, Hark D.
Taaposi, Hicholas & Hark Haynard
Tanenbaua, Walter & H. Rockvood
Theall, Robert J. & Diane
Thonpson, Robert L. & Allyn H.
Tillson, Hoaer S. & Dianne F.






Wagner, Henry C. & Angeline C«




Wernick, Jules & Julianne
Wheeler, Diana & V. Harchildon
Whipple, Frank D.
Whipple, Richard






Whipple, Sr., Henry V.
Whlthan, Wesley C.
Wlllard, Robert R.
Wllllaas, Eddie L. & Deborah A.
Wlllla«8, Kevin J.
Wllllaas, Slaon H. &
Wilson, Sr., Walter C.
Wood, Anna
Woodruff, Wllllaa
















• The total printed here represents the total as of
Deceaber 31, 1989, although soae naaes do not





2. Beaaan Luaber, Inc.
% 1, 910. 00
14, 872. 00
$ 16,782.00
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REPORT OF THE CHARLES WALLACE
HEHORIAL FUHD
Opening Balance $ 2,921.61
Interest on Deposits 159.71
Total Receipts t 3,081.32
Expenditures
None t 0. (N)




Financial Report for 1989









Services & Supplies 916.68
Bank Service Charges 47.31
Total Disburseeents 963.99
Total Receipts 1, 397. 72
Total Disbursenents 963.99










TtE ELLIOT INSTITUTE OF FITZUILLIM
Statnent of Receipts & Disburseaents
for the year ending Deceiber 31, 1989.
FUNDS IN BflNK ON 12/31/88;





Sale of Frac. Shares - Texaco 24.71
DISBURSEMENTS 1989:
flUURL REPORT OF
THE ELLIOT INSTITUTE OF FinUILLIflN
Cont.
ntittiitttuttii
ggURITIES AT HflRKET VflLUE ON 12/31/89;
386 Bank of Boston 5,B1A.00
158 Bell South 8,681.88
121 Cheiical Bank 3,615.88
188 Sears Roebuck 3,813.88







REPORT OF T>E LIBRRRY TREASURER 1989




BUDGET COHNITTEE REPORT FOR 1989
At last years Annual Town Meeting, residents voiced
their reaction to vhat they felt were escalating
property taxes. They felt this vas partially the re*
suit of unequal assessaent of property values. As a
result, the voters cut over $130,000.00 froa the pro-
posed budget. In addition, they approved a re-
assessaent of the Town.
Cognizant of these facts, the Budget Cosaittee has
tried to construct a budget that will aaintain town
services at a quality you've coae to expect, vhile at
the saae tiae recoaaending a budget that vill not be
considered a tax burden to its citizens.
Below is a breakdown of the tax rate as it applies to
our obligations for Town, County and School.
Town County School Tax
Tax Tax Tax Rate
1989 Assessaent $ 4.09 t 1. 48 $ 9.07 $ 14.64
X of Total .28% . 10X . 62X 1.00X
The Budget Coaaittee welcoaes your input regarding
the needs of the Town. We strongly urge your attend-
ance at the budget hearing in addition to the Annual
Town Meeting. As coaaittee aeabers, our goal is to
establish a budget which will aaintain the quality of
life our local residents have coae to expect while
aaintaining fiscal responsibility.
Respectfully subaitted,
Austin J. Killeen, Jr. , Chairaan
Reino H. Lilback, Vice Chairaan






This has been a hectic year for our tvo local resi-
dents vho are nenbers of the New Hanpshire General
Court, better knovn as the New Hanpshire House of
Representatives. Representative Donald 0. Crutchley
represents Cheshire County District 8, vhich includes
the Tovns of Fitzwilliam and Richnond, while Repre-
sentative Katherine H. Hetzger*s responsibilities
enconpass Cheshire County District 11, including the
towns of Fitzwilliaii, Richnond, Svanzey, and Rindge.
The House of Representatives has been fully engaged
in wrestling with the problens of the bankruptcy of
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire; a large deficit
in the State budget caused by a serious shortfall in
state revenues; the ever growing problen of the
impact of property taxes on the ability of property
owners to pay for town, school, and county services;
questions surrounding pro-choice and pro-life legis-
lation; and a briniiing bucket full of questions con-
cerning development of land, impact fees to compen-
sate for land development on the town tax structure,
and the relationship between town, county, and state.
None of the above have been thoroughly resolved as
yet, and will be with us well into the future. We
will do our utmost to put forward your wishes and
desires in Committee and House floor debates.
To better understand how townspeople feel about up-
coming legislation, your Representatives have set
aside the third Saturday morning of each month, from
10 AH to 11 AH to meet voters in the Committee Room
in the Fitzwilliam Town Hall. The purpose is to let
all who attend know what is happening in Concord,
listen to your ideas, and answer questions concerning







Under Article 38 of the 1968 Town Meeting, the Board
of Selectmen appointed a coaaittee to aake recoaaend-
ations for the use of the reaaining sua of $3, 764. 00.
The coaaittee has reviewed several suggestions, and
would recoaaend the following:
1. aicrofila old Town records of historic nature;
2. purchase a aeaorial plaque with naaes the of






FIRE WARD'S REPORT 1989
1989 CALLS
The Fitzwillian Fire Departaent responded to 159
calls in the period from Deceaber 1, 1988 through
Movewber 30, 1989. There were 25 fire related inci-
dents including 2 structure fires, 7 chiwney/
partition fires, 4 brush fires, 2 kitchen/food fires,
2 dunpster fires, 2 savdust/bark pile fires, 2 car
fires and 4 electrical fires. There vere 9 mutual
aid calls, 8 for working fires, and 1 for cover. The
Department also responded to 21 motor vehicle acci-
dent calls and 81 medical emergency calls unrelated
to motor vehicle accidents, including 1 lifeline
call. In addition, there were 15 automatic fire
alarm calls, 1 fuel spill, and 7 smoke
investigations.
EQUIPMENT
The status of our vehicles basically remains
unchanged from last year's report. Our 2 front-line
pumpers, the 1978 Ford and the 1965 International
continue to give good service to the community. Con-
cern continues about the availability for parts for
the International. At present, ve still anticipate
requesting the purchase of a new vehicle in 1992 as
indicated in our comments concerning the Capital
Reserve Fund later in this report.
The 1978 Mack Tanker, the 1976 BMC Reel Truck, the
small forestry truck and the auxiliary forestry
tanker continue to be in good condition for the use
that is made of each vehicle.
Clearly, the vehicle that gets the heaviest use is
the 1977 Chevrolet rescue truck. It responds not
only to the Department's substantial number of
medical emergency and motor vehicle accident calls,
but is also used at almost every other call that the
Department has.
67
PIKE «ASO*S RETORT 1989
As in the past, the Highvay Departeent has continued
to assist with routine Maintenance on our equipment.
Their help is appreciated. We think this usage of
talent is also helpful to the Tovn.
TRAINING
During the year, the Departsent had various training
sessions and drills including training in a structure
fire, work with self-contained breathing apparatus
and various drills with equipeent. In addition, sev-
eral aeebers participated in both the fire and rescue
training courses offered at Headovood during the
year. Aside fron fire training drills, there have
also been rescue training drills for our rescue
personnel, as well as other interested individuals.
This vas in addition to required certification and
re-certification training vith which our rescue
personnel must keep up.
1990 WARRANT ARTICLES
As this report is prepared, we have visited with the
Budget Coeeittee concerning our general budget and
the so-called 'special noney' Articles for Fire
Department needs. The Budget Consittee voted to
approve our proposed budget.
As with last year, the requests this year include
$2,000.00 for protective clothing, $2,000.00 for 4-
inch hose for the reel truck, $2, 000. 00 for the
purchase of appliances and ssall diaseter hose, and
$15, 000. 00 to be placed in capital reserve for the
purchase of a new truck.
The funds needed for protective clothing are an
ongoing requirement to not only outfit new eeebers,
but to replace gear for current nesbers.
6S
FIRE VABD*S REPORT 1989
The $2000.00 for 4-inch hose represents the fourth
and final Instalisent to replace the 4-inch hose that
was purchased in the late 1960 's. With this purchase
we should have approxiaately 2, 000 feet of up-to-date
4- inch hose on the refurbished reel truck. Host all
of the old 4-inch hose vill then be put out of
service.
As vith the protective gear» the $2000.00 for appli-
ances and saall diaveter hose is a "housekeeping"
article to assist us in keeping our equipsent up to
date.
With respect to the Capital Reserve request, in last
year's report, we pointed out that the 10-year
replacenent prograa for our front-line pumpers has
been altered for various reasons including the pur-
chase and remodeling of the tanker, the refurbishing
of the reel truck, and general budget constraints.
Even when these projects vere completed, any proposed
Capital Reserve item for the purchase of nev apparat-
us vas a less difficult item to dispense vithin the
budget than others that might reflect a more
"current" need. Notwithstanding the fact that the
Capital Reserve for a nev truck has not been funded
to any great extent in the last several years, as
noted above, ve still anticipate that ve vill recom-
mend to the Tovn the purchase of a nev truck in 1992.
The purpose of the Capital Reserve fund is to have
some money set aside so that the substantial cost of
the item vill not distort the tovn's budget in the
year of purchase.
We appreciate your support of these special money
articles in the past and request your support for
these items during the current year.
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HEADOWOOD
It is our understanding that the Budget Com»ittee
will recomaend the usual paynent to the Headowood
County Area Fire Department to assist in its operat-
ing expenditures. Headovood continues to be an asset
to the co««unity and the Fire Wards encourage your
support of this paynent, and as in the past, ve also
ask those of you who are able to do so to support the




William H. Davis, Jr.
Board of Fire Wards
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In 1989, the Fitzvillian Police Departaent handled
1125 calls for service, an increase over last year.
We investigated 1(96 cases; of these, 16 were felony
cases, 60 were nisdeneanors, and 30 vere violations.
There were 61 people taken into custody; 6 of then
vere felony arrests, 24 nisdeaeanor arrests and 29
vere for violations.
Once again, Fitzvillian had a year free of fatal
notor vehicle accidents. We had 68 reported acci-
dents; 24 vere on Rt. 12, 25 vere on Rt. 119, 13 vere
on Tovn roads, and 6 occurred at the intersection of
Rts. 12 and 119.
The Fitzvillian Police Departnent stopped 879 notor
vehicles. Fron these, 618 varnings and 239 sunnonses
vere issued. Out of the 879 notor vehicle stops, 688
vere for speed.
In 1990, the departnent 's prinary goal is to naintain
the level and quality of service ve have provided and
that you have cone to expect.
Maintaining quality personnel is rapidly beconing a
crisis. Unfortunately, ve again find ourselves
understaffed. The need to fill the third position is
beconing evident due to case load and calls for ser-
vice. The Tovn is fortunate to have a staff of dedi-
cated officers and enployees vho have been villing to
nake sacrifices.
Our sincere thanks to you for your continued coopera-
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Unlavful Possession of Alcohol
Receiving Stolen Property
Of these cases, 50 vere cleared by arrest, 9 were
cleared by juvenile arrest, 2 had no crininal aspect,
22 vere exceptionally cleared and 23 are still under
investigation.
CALLS FOR SERVICE: 1125
Alarms
HIGHVAY DEPARTHEHT REPORT 1989
Noraal sunner and vinter Maintenance, patching and
roadside aowing, were done. Brush cutting vas done
on Templeton Turnpike, Royalston, Holnan, Turner, and
Daley Roads. All dirt roads were graded and gravel
applied where needed.
Five miles of asphalt road were stone sealed. You
ay have noticed that the stone seal did not adhere
to the road surface. The coapany that did the work
will be back in the spring to redo all of the roads
at their cost.
Work was started on West Lake Road. New culverts
were installed and ditches were cleaned. Due to a
limited budget, a new method of reclamation was
tried. A grinding process was used on the road and
liquid calcium was applied to stabilize the road bed.
We spread 1100 yards of fill and 1000 yards of gravel
on the road before beginning the grinding process.
The only thing left to do is apply some type of
asphalt surface. I have requested a sum of money to
complete this job, and urge your support for this
Warrant Article.
I would like to thank all Department Heads, and







As long ago as November 1988, a preliminary recycling
committee began researching information and consult-
ing with other recycling committees to prepare to
meet Fitzwilliam's needs. The Tovn of Dublin was es-
pecially helpful. Wendy Smith, recycling coordinator
of the Ashuelot Valley Refuse Disposal District has
provided invaluable assistance through every step of
the process.
On the recommendation of this committee, the Board of
Selectmen prepared two Warrant Articles for 1989 Town
Meeting, one to vote money for a recycling facility
and equipment, and the other to authorize a mandatory
recycling program in town. Both articles passed.
After Town Meeting, an expanded committee of volun-
teers met on a bi-weekly basis until after the suc-
cessful opening of the center in October 1989.
Subcommittees dealt with the building and equipment,
publicity, education, coordinating volunteers, mar-
keting, and recycling categories.
On recommendation of the committee, the Board of
Selectmen requested bids for constructing an approp-
riate building. Agway submitted the best proposal,
and the building was constructed and site work com-
pleted by the end of September. Meanwhile, the Town
distributed fliers to all residents by direct mail
and the Fitzwilliam newsletter, describing procedures
and our categories (which are compatible with
Jeffrey's recycling and solid waste program). Copies
continue to be available at the town offices.
The center was officially opened on October 8th with
festivities that included refreshments and entertain-
ment.
Fitzwilliam currently sells newspaper, mixed paper
and corrugated cardboard to Papertech in Hopkinton,
where they are converted into building materials.
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We are also selling non-deposit plastic, aluninun and
glass containers to Container Recovery Corporation in
Nashua. Refundable bottles and cans earn the Town a
steady income by redemption in Massachusetts.
Non-recyclable solid waste volume has been reduced by
more than half since the opening of the center, and
requires only one haul a week to the Jaffrey land-
fill.
The Town has hired one additional part-time employee.
Coordination of volunteer help on Saturdays continues
to contribute to the smooth running of the program.
We recommend the purchase of a new baler and a heat-
ing system to complete our facility.
The committee thanks everybody in tovn for the suc-







Bag in grocery bags.
Keep dry.
EXAMPLES
Only newspaper* and circulars
that come with the newspaper.
Remove shiny ads.
DOES NOT INCLUDE
NO magazines, mail catalogs,
shiny ads, stationery or
envelopes. These go in
MIXED PAPER.
MIXED PAPER
Bag in 7-ocery tiags.
Keep dry.
Junk mail, magazines, catalogs, stationery,
envelopes, cereal and cake mix boxes,
shoe boxes, can labels.
NO girt wrap or ribbon,
soiled paper, waxed paper
(like frozen dinner or
butter boxes).
CARDBOARD
Flatten twxes and t>ags,
remove wrapping tape.
Keep dry.
Double-walled, tieavy duty cardboard
Imxes and brown paper bags.
NO li^t cardtmard such as
cereal and pudding tx>xes -
these go in MIXED PAPER.
CLASS BOTTLES AND JARS
Rinse, remove lids and
twist-off rings. Unbroken.
Labels OK.
Clear. 9-een and brown glass bottles
and jars.
NO window glass, drinking
glass, light bulbs, Pyrex or
ceramics.
PLASTIC (HOPE)
Rinse and retnove caps.
(360
Milk, spring water and cider jugs. These
are the only clear plastic containers that
can t>e recycled here. PLUS this category
includes shampoo, detergent, nrtotor oil and
dry gas tmttles. These must be colored or
solid white - they cannot be transparent or
translucent, that is, you should not be able
to see any light passing through them.
PLASTIC (PET)
Rinse and remove caps.
Clear or 9-een plastic beverage bottles
Including soda or tonic
NO cottage cheese, yogurt,




Rinse and test with maywt.
DojiBl crush.
Aluminum beverage cansimly. If it sticks to a ma^iet,
It'sjiot aluminum.
TIN CANS MAY BE ADDED LATER
SCRAP METAL
Remove all non-n»etal.
Appliances, tools, water heaters, pipes,
ducting.
NO non-metal parts.
Ask attendant for instructions.
ty
SAVE AND POST AT HOME!
FITZWILLIAM RECYCLES!
Why Recycle?
• Recycling reduces the amowit of trash to
be buried, which SAVES TAX DOLLARS
• Recycling conserves natural
resources and energy
• Recycling reducAS air pollutio
• Recycling generates revenue
Printed on recycled paper.
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The six Planning Board meabers, three Alternates, and
Selectnen, spent a trenendous aaount of volunteer
tiae in 1989 dealing with applications for Subdivi-
sions and Site Plan Review. The Board appreciates
the efforts of those people who volunteered to serve
as Alternates when there were openings for those
positions. The level of interest and talent far
surpassed our expectations.
There was a Special Town Meeting on November 1, 1989,
and all of the aaendaents to the Town's Land Usage
By-Laws proposed by the Planning Board were adopted
by an overwhelning Majority. As a result, the Board
adopted Regulations regarding Excavation. The aaend-
ents also clarified provisions for day care facili-
ties, duplexes, and nulti-fanily residential units.
The Board has revised the application fee structure
80 that the applicants, rather than the taxpayers,
will cover nore of the costs involved in processing
and reviewing applications. The Board also strength-
ened the enforcement provisions in all of the regula-
tions because of the detrimental impact violations
can have on the town.
The Planning Board is working closely with the Board
of Adjustment and the Board of Selectmen to create a
more efficient application process for all applica-
tions which come before the Board, without sacri-
ficing our ability to do an adequate review in order
to preserve the quality of life we enjoy. Over the
past few years the complexity of the cases before the
Board has increased dramatically. The Board has
attempted to keep pace with these increases, and
feels that in doing so we have become more responsive
to the Town's concerns. The Subdivision and Site
Plan Review processes do take a considerable amount




The next major project the Board will focus on is an
update of the Master Plan, to begin in the Spring of
1990. A Master Plan coniiittee will be forned,
including interested volunteer citizens as veil as
Planning Board nenbers. A vetlands ordinance is also
being worked on in conjunction with the Conservation
Commission.
The Planning Board meets on the first and third
Tuesdays of each month, at 7:00 PH in the Town Hall
to consider applications. Work sessions are held on
the second and fourth Tuesdays, as needed. All
meetings are open to the public, and we encourage





ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTHENT
In 1989^ eight petitioners had their cases heard by
the Zoning Board of Adjustaent. Six of the requests
vere for Variances of vhich three were approved, two
vere denied and one withdrawn by the petitioner. Tvo
of the requests vere for Special Exceptions. One was
approved and one vas denied.
On Decenber 29, 1989, our long term board nenber,
Betty Hyrick, died. Betty had been a tremendous
asset to the Board for many years. We will very much
miss her wisdom, dedication and cheerful manner.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas B. Lacy, Chairman
Zoning Board of Adjustment





CODE EHFORCEHEIT OFFICER'S REPORT 1989
The year 1989 brought a slowdown to the housing
industry in Town. Only 9 pernits were issued for new
hoaes. A total of 97 Building Permits were issued.
There were 14 Occupancy Peraits issued and 11 Oil
Burner Pernits issued. Schools and Day Care Centers
were inspected, as veil as wood stoves and chianeys.
A reninder to all hone owners: The installation of a
new oil burner requires an inspection. An Occupancy
Perait is necessary before you occupy your new hone.
Respectfully subnitted,




The year 1989 vas a good one for the Library with
circulation up, more prograiis drawing in larger audi-
ences, a long-planned building renovation completed
and several changes successfully accomplished.
The Marguerite Davis fund was responsible for the
addition of a sorely needed office for the staff.
Look for us in what used to be the front hallway. In
addition, a new fence, courtesy of the Friends of the
Library, replaced our shaky original. Look for it to
be painted next spring. And finally, a railing was
added to our fire exit to increase safety.
1989 saw the introduction of borrower cards and num-
bers for patrons. Despite initial hesitation, this
change was accepted by all and though many of us miss
the old days, the Library's goal is to preserve the
right to privacy of all its patrons.
Statistics for 1989 show a total circulation of
12, 542, over a 10% increase from last year. We
acquired 350 new books and discarded about 90 with a
collection total of over 15, 000. The Alice Cleveland
fund purchased 77 books, and the Esdaille fund over
70 books as well as 25 magazines and newspapers. The
Library Trust Fund and overdue fees purchased 92 juv-
enile titles, and the Roche fund purchased 2 books.
The Friends outdid themselves this year in support of
the Library, and once again we are deeply grateful
for their efforts. Their support included the pur-
chase of 25 books, 12 videocassettes, 2 filmstrips, a
set of 1989 encyclopedias, the aforementioned fence
and 7 programs, including the Shoot for the Stars
summer reading program and our National Library Week
celebration. Many thanks to the Friends of the
Library!
The Library offered a total of 64 programs with 878
people served. Our statistics for a single week, as
reported to the State Library, show 199 patrons in
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attendance vith 112 Itens used in the Library and 25
reference questions answered.
Space continues to be a problen but vith judicious
weeding out of books ve hope to continue as ve are
for several wore years.
Ahead in 1990, vith the Information Age veil upon us,
the need for a computer has becone evident. With a
icrocoiiputer and a BodeM, ve can access CAPNET, the
Concord based database of statevide Materials, as
veil as current legislation and state nevspapers. A
Micro is also needed for acquisitions, billing, vord
processing and, in the future, circulation and
inventory.
The Trustees of the Library and nyself ask the Tovn
this year to purchase an IBM coapatible aicro-
conputer, noden and printer for staff use (see
Warrant articles).
Our mission vill continue to be offering service to
all residents, be it for inforaation or pleasure,
juveniles or adults. Thanks to all vho have sup-






Growth, transition and change best describe 1989 for
the Fitzvilliaiii Recreation Conmisslon. A nev
Director and four new board members have resulted in
new direction, energy and imagination for current and
future Tovn of FitzYllliam recreation programs.
The vlnter program, led by coach Lou Thomas, has
doubled in size over the last two years with 85 par-
ticipants in 1989. A poor snow year limited ski
days, but on those that were held, enthusiasm and
good fun was the rule. All but one league race was
held, with those participating, including the
parents, having a great time. Those Fitzwilliam
children qualifying were again part of the Bill Koch
Championships which were held in Plymouth, New
Hampshire at the Holderness School at the end of the
year.
The cross-country ski equipment replacement program
was completed in 1989. With the self-perpetuating
ski replacement fund now in place, future replacement
and upgrading of equipment is assured without
requiring additional Town funds.
Fitzwilliam Little League Baseball continues to
thrive in conjunction with the Troy program, as the
Troy/Fitzwilliam Baseball Association. With the com-
pletion of the new Fitzwilliam baseball field last
Fall, the program will now have two first class fa-
cilities on which to practice and play, which should
ease scheduling problems and allow for greater par-
ticipation by the children of both towns.
Adult recreation programs returned to Fitzwilliam
with aerobic classes offered at the Town Hall in
conjunction with the Cheshire County YMCA. The pro-
gram ran four successful sessions through last Fall.




Sunaer recreation also reached a new high in partici-
pation with 125 children signing up for the program
last suaaer. Because a progran this size was not an-
ticipated, it was not without its organizational and
leadership probleas. This rapid change in prograa
size and an anticipated siailar situation for the
suaaer of 1990 has resulted in the need to reorganize
the suaaer prograa, seeking wore qualified leaders to
organize and iapleaent a aore structured and quality
prograa for the children and faailies of Fitzwilliaa.
Laurie Hason has been selected as the Director of the
1990 Suaner Prograa. Early prograa plans include
arts/crafts, coapetitive sports instruction/events,
field trips and a Red Cross certified swiaaing pro-
graa, as well as adult prograas.
Coupled with the planned iaproveaents in the 1990
winter and suaaer recreational prograas, the Board
has also coapleted and subaitted plans for the aost
coaprehensive and progressive recreation prograa ever
proposed for the people of Fitzwilliaa. The rapid
growth of the Fitzwilliaa coaaunity, especially with
the aany young faailies now coaprising a najor seg-
aent of the Town population along with coapletion of
a first class Baseball/sports field coaplex, has
resulted in the need to develop new recreational
prograas for the coa-aunity. Planning for 1990 also
includes an assessaent of the condition of existing
Town recreational facilities (pole barn, tennis
courts & surrounding area) to deteraine repair, ren-
ovation and upgrade requireaents to protect these
valuable Town assets with the intention of providing
an attractive, coafortable and safe recreational area
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for the Fitzviliiaa coanunlty. Future proposed nev
prograns and renovation projects Include:
Prograas: Youth Soccer prograa (boys & girls)
Ball Field Dedication Weekend (annual
event
)
Projects: Renovation of Pole Barn
Tennis courts - repair and renovation
Picnic Tables/Grills & Landscaping
(pole barn & tennis court area)
The Fitzvillian Recreation Coiiaission extends its
sincere thanks and appreciation to the Selectnen,
coamunity and those of you who have participated,
unselfishly helped and supported the Recreation











1989 has been a busy year trying to wrap up the aajor
projects at the Sports Field. Many thanks to John
Holman for doing an excellent job Managing the physi-
cal developiient and to all the people who helped hi*.
After leveling and spreading loan, the area was hy-
droseeded. Within a week or so, the field was green
I
The driveway has been bulldozed with room on each
side for parking. The backstop was set back into
place, and it really looked like a ball field! This
project was conpleted in October. Hopefully, the
grass will have had enough tine to develop a good
root systen so that we nay use it in the Spring, At
this point, all the noney fron the federal grant has
been used.
For the finishing touches (the purchase of a Line
Machine and portable fencing for the outfield, and
the developnent of a ball dianond), we have an offer
of manpower fron the Lions Club, and donated funds in
the Monadnock Savings Bank, and the Wallace Henorial
Fund. We are looking to Coke or Pepsi to donate a
scoreboard. Bleachers, dugouts, and goals for soccer
are also in the works. A snail outbuilding to store
supplies and perhaps hold a snail concession is en-
visioned for the future.
I have arranged to meet with Troy/Fitzwillian Ball
Association in February to work out a suitable tine
schedule for their use of the field for practices and
games. Scheduling a time slot for soccer will also
be arranged. I do not foresee any najor problens re-
garding field tine scheduling. Youth ball and soccer
are number 1 priority and then a first come, first
served basis. Rules and regulations will be posted
similar to those at the tennis courts. The Recrea-
tion Committee, Selectmen and Police will work




Although the field will be in use A, S. A. P. in the
spring for ball gaiies, in June ve plan a "Grand Open-
ing Day" with road races, family picnics, ganes and a
cereaony with the presentation of an appropriate sign
to dedicate the field to Charles Wallace.
Anyone interested in helping to organize this day, or
plan a fun event, please contact a Recreation Co«»it-
tee aeaber. It will be a great fa«ily way to start








Preparations for Heaoriai Day begin with the appoint-
ment of aeKbers to a connittee at Tovn Meeting in
Harch. The coaaittee is responsible for not only the
Heaorial Day Prograa, but also the services at the
ceaeteries and such things as ensuring that Heaorial
flags are placed on each veteran's grave and the
selection of a speaker.
Our prograa on Hay 30, 1969 vas a success due to the
help of nany people. We were honored to have as our
guest speaker Congressaan Chuck Douglas. Also present
¥88 Fltzvilliaa's and the State of Nev Haapshire's
eldest veteran, Altleri Farinoli. The Brownies and
Girl Scouts under the supervision of Lola Grab took
part in the cereaony and were helpful, along vith the
Boy Scouts, in placing flags on veterans* grave
sites. The Honadnock Regional High School band re-
turned again this year to the enjoyaent of all who
heard thea play.
Serving on this coaaittee is a great way to aeet your
neighbors. Preserving patriotism and respect for our
veterans is of vital iaportance to our country. I
appreciate all who helped out vith the prograa. Spe-
cial thanks to Catherine Favreau, Robert Dunton and
Ed Hattson for their help and guidance in planning.
Respectfully subaitted,
Robin Haynes
Heaorial Day Coaaittee Chair
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1989
It vas a busy year - the grass never stopped grovlng.
With the cut in the budget, ve were unable to vork on
the tool house this year; it needs a lot of vork and
a coat of paint.
We purchased two new coaaercial push novers and a nev
brush cutter. The large riding nover that ve have
needs a lot of vork. We hope to repair it at a later
date for use at the Pine Grove Cenetery. We vould
like to get a nev riding nover that is snail enough
for use at the Village Cenetery.
We got the loan for vork on sone of the lots at the
Village Cenetery, but did not have a chance to use it
this year. There are a lot of trees that need to
have dead vood renoved and tvo trees that should be
taken dovn. If ve can get sone of this done this
year and the rest done next year, it vill be a big
help.
The Veterans* nonunent at the Village Cenetery needs
a nev foundation and to be reset. If the noney is in
the budget, ve vould like to put line on sone of the
lots at the Pine Grove Cenetery this next year.
In the Village Cenetery there vere:
3 burials and 1 crenation
In the Pine Grove cenetery there vere:





REPORT OF THE DEPOT PARK
This past year the Veterans* plaque was placed in the
large stone on the upper side of the Park. Hany
people connented how nice it looks. Hany people
asked why the tree in the Park had no lights on it
this past Christmas. Hopefully lights will be put on
both trees next year.
We have started filling in 8o»e of the holes and plan
to continue this work next year, as well as liaing
and seeding the area. Other plans for iaproving the
Park include putting in new walks, reaoving deadwood
fron the trees* planting new trees and shrubs* and






















































06/29/89 Peterborough, NH Janes Dwight Snell
Alice Joyce EllcMitz
07/01/89 Keene,NH Scott David losua, Sr.
Joyce Ann Arrigo














Ytar Ending DecMbir 31, 1989
BIRTHS Cont.
DATE PLACE PARQJISL NRKS








08/28/89 Leoiinster,MA Mark David Brockelun
Laurie Mitchell
10/15/89 Peterborough, r« John Alfred Mercier
Vicki Lynn Boudrieau
11/01/89 Keene.m TiMthy L. Pelkey
Lisa Taylor
12/11/89 FitzMilliaMfW Benjaiin Butler ThoMS
Katharine Ashenden
12/15/89 Keene,NH Thoaas F. Kottke, Jr.
Jacklyn Marie La Rue





Year Ending DBceaber 31, 1989
WflRRIflSES Cent.
DATE PLACE NA>tS
11/24/89 FitzNilliai Ronald J. Leonard, Jr.
Kelley Darlene HcNutt
12785/89 FitzNilliai Uilliai Douglas Lettan
Vail Holies Bixby
12/08/89 FitzHilliaa Francis C. EMons, Jr.
Charlotte H. Rankin

















Granton Brantttf Date Location
Bailey, Susan U. Bailey, David 89/09/15 10,81
89/89/15 10,02
Baughaan, Richard fl.& Baughdan, Clyde U.& Barbara 89/09/07 42,01-60
Clyde U.
Best, Jr., Robert & PaMla Best, PaMla J. 89/03/28 06,38-01
J.
Booth, Katherine T. Hanson, Robert U. 89/02/17 36,12
89/02/17 36,13
BuUard, Curtis R.& Bullard, Curtis & Shirley,& 89/10/20 17,05-01
Shirley, & Gary Debra
Bums, August C. Bums Trust, August C. 89/07/07 12,32
89/07/07 16,24
Ca«pbell, John S.& Robin Hercier, John A.& Vicki L 89/08/21 04,57-02
D.
Chaipion, Joanne Dwinnell, Richard J. 89/03/29 08,35
Cogan, Josephine Hi Her, John D.& Elizabeth 89/07/05 31,17
Cogan, Josephine A. Martin, Randall 5.& Lori Kay 89/07/24 31,15
Davis, Jr., Will iai H. Twitchell, flnne D. 89/04/13 15,47
Day, Laurence B.& Karen Daigle, Richard R. 89/06/88 07,28-03
E.
Denis, Jeffrey J.& Nancy 89/06/08 07,28-03
Dresser, Gardner H. Dresser, Gardner H.i Barbara 89/09/18 21,17
S.
89/09/18 21,18
DunhaM Estate, Gladys B. Huntoon,Jr., Clyde U.& Laurie 89/04/04 28,13
Durhai, Frederick F.& Uil5on,Jr., Fred A.& Nina C. 89/10/20 06,17-03
Beverly
Favreau, Damell R. Favreau, Darnell R.& Debbie 89/03/17 10,41
L.
FitzNilliai Bldg.& Water Griffin, Daniel T. 89/85/82 32,87
Corp.
Foster, Dale Geary, Joan E. 89/11/82 36,83
Foust, Bertrai E.& Cyr, Gilbert 89/82/18 18,28-81
Elizabeth
6 & C DevelopiMnt Bemard, Donald L.& Theresa 89/84/84 42,82-97
M,
Boucher, Roger R.& Lucien P. 89/12/14 42,82-88
Brown, Ronald W.& Ann H. 89/85/89 42,82-19
Christopher, Stephen, Brenda & 89/12/19 42,82-81
S. Donovan
Cogliano, Michael & Roberta 89/89/12 42,82-38








Maas, Robert E.& Loretta H.
Mdy,Phillip B.& Carolyn C.
AgranoMitz,Aleen
AgranowitZjAleen




Aliano, Charles F.& Barbara
Allen, George D.& Donna L.
Allen, JaKs & Leslie Uillard
Allen, Margaret K.
Allen, Margaret K.
Allison, III, Uilliaa & Gail L
Aaes, Jonathan P.
teodeo, Violet & Harold
tesden et al, Elizabeth C.







Anderson, Douglas P.& Loretta
Anderson, Gary L.
Anderson, Karl






Anderson, Robert H.& Janice
Anderson, Robert H.& Janice
Anderson, Robert H.& Janice
Anderson, Robert H.fc Janice
Andre, Maurice & Susan Howard
(^dre, Maurice & Susan Howard
Andresen,Clifford R.& Barbara J.
Angier, Elizabeth 6.






NMC Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDINB
Beiis, Daniel H.& Estella C.
PROPERTY VALUnTIQN
NMC
Bluhi, Carey P.& Nancy C.
BodMell,Jaaes P.& Sally A.
Boehler, Donald H.& Roberta E.
BoUes, Harry E.
BorghesijJaies V.& Dennis P.
Boston & Maine, Corp.
Boston & Maine, Corp.
BosMorth, Isabel le
BosHorth, Roger & Eleanor
Boucher, Elizabeth
Boucher, Raymond U.& Elizabeth
Boucher, Roger R.& Lorraine M.
Bojcher, Roger R.& Lucien P.
Bourdon, Jc^n F.& Marie f\.
BcHirne,Jr. ,UilliaA N.
Bouthot, Michael J.
Bout in, Maurice 6.& Lorena A.
Bowers, Peter J.
Boyce Heirs, Fred R.& Doris D.
Brackett, Donald H.
Bracket t, Robert
Brdtton,Rayffiond U.& Jean C.
Breed, Trust, Allan P.
Brexer, Jean
Brewer, Paul L.& Kyoko




Brooks, Roger H.4 Beatrice T.







Brown, Ronald U.& Ann M.
Brown, II, Winthrop & M. O'Brien








Caapanel la, Robert J.& Rita S.
Ca«pbell,R.U.J.& Lillian I.
Canney, Patricia, David & Mark
Cantua, Raynond F.& ^irley
Cantwell, Kevin R.
Caouette, f^dre J.& Susan J.
Carbone, Frank, Carolyn & T.Kanter
Carey, Edwin J.& Edith R.
Carley,Edfflund F.& Dorothy
Carlson, Louis E.& Miriai E.
Carlson, Louis E.& Hiriai E.
Carlson, LcMiis E.& Miriaa E.
Carlson, Rayaond B.& ^irley
CarM)dy,Uilliai F.& Trina F.
Carol, Sr. , Nornan J.& Caroline N.
Carpenter, John
Carrier, Louis D.& Joyce 6.
Carroll, Frank & Susan
Carruthers, Gary D.& Sherry L.
Carruthers, Gary D.& ^erry L.
Carter, Frank A.& Ladonna
Carter, Gregg
Carter, Richard H.& Carol E.
Caruso, David fl.& Kathy
Casey, Lawrence J.
Cassely, Peter M.& Nancy D.
Castles, 6. Richard & Jean 6.
Cavadini, Kenneth E.& Evelyn
Cavad in i, Terry & Carolyn M.
Cece, Michael E.& Ccmcetta
Cerrone, Salvatore & Harlene
Chaipl in, Edward C.& Lorraine L.
Chaplin,et al, Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joann
Chaplin,et al, Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joann
Chaplin,et al, Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joann
Chaplin,et al, Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joann
Chapian, Barry G.& Rebecca A.








Chase, Jr. , fkMwrd E.
Chase, 5r. , Howard E.
Chenard, Viola H.
Chouinard, Lena & R.Toloan
Christensen, Dennis S.& Diane K.
Christensen et al, Dennis S.& Diane
Christopher, Stephen, Brenda; S.Dc»iova
Churchill, Charles N.& Glynda L







CotHirn,6ene F.& Sandra D.
Cogliano, Michael fl.& Roterta
Cohen, Lewis
Col burn, Bruce S.
Colel la, Steven T.& Jane M.
Coll ins, Michael & Janet C.
Coll ins, Walter E.& Frances
CoAeau, Margery
CondoffiiniuA Assrc. ,Devlp,Teafi, Inc.
Connelly, David E.& Vivien
Connelly, Shirley H.
Conover, Charles K.& Sharw fl.
Conte Jr. , Frank S.& Angelina N.
Cook, Daphne J.
Corrette, Robert J. 4 Louise
Corret te, Robert J.& Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& LcHiise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Lcmise D.
Corrigan,et al, Joseph (Trustees)
Cossebooa,Lois V.
Costantino,DeAetrius & Lorraine E.
CostantinOjDeaetrius & Lorraine E.
CcKighl in, Brian J.& Lauren E.
Courteflianche, Jr. , Robert H.











Credit Adjust. 5erv.,X Rbt.& Catherin
Creed, ThoAas & Pnna
Cretins, Jr. ,Ui 11 iai J.
CrenshaM, Jaies R.& Janelle P.
Cr in it i, Joseph
Criscuolo, Vincent P. 4 Marilyn J.
Crisp, Robert ft.
Crocker, III, Kendall F.
Croteau, Gregory
Croteau, Lawrence P.& Kathy A.
Crouch, Charles U.& Catherine B.
CroMley, Francis J.& Dorothea
Crowley, Lawrence J.& Gail K.
Crutchley, Donald 0.
Crutchley, Donald Q.& Barbara B
Crutchley, Donald 0.& Barbara B.




Cuiings, Shirley E.& C. Welch
Cunninghaa, Robert A.& Cynthia
Cuoao,6ene E.& Maureen K.
Curran,John R.
Curt in, Mark A.
Curt is, Richard C.& Lisa M.
Curt is, Roland A. 6 Beth N.














Davis, Edward n.& Cheryl M.
Davis, Edward P.& Cheryl M.
Davis, Eric L.& Adrienne
Davis, Mildred B.
Davis, Jr., Uilliaa H.
Davis,Jr. ,Uilliaft H.& Sandra M.
Davis, Jr., Uilliaa H.& Sandra M.
Davis, Jr., Uilliani H.& Sandra M.
Davis, Jr.
,
Will iaffl H.& Sandra M.
De Mel lo, Edward & Shirley fl.
De Santis,Sr. ,6asper & Mildred
Dearani,Pbrahaffi C.& Elizatoth B.
Dearden, Jr. , Joseph & P.Jenkins
Decatur, Crystal L.
Decatur, Thooas B.& Lucile
Decatur Estate, Verne H.
Decker, H(Mard E.& Eleanor M.
Deegan,Rotert U.& Despina M.
Del isle, Scott & Ruth
Delongchaffip, Roger D.& D.Jean
De 1 ongchaap, Roger D.& D.Jean
Delory Estate, Margaret M.
Deiidoff, Nicholas A.& Lorna
Deflirgian,Varc^jan
DfAirgian,Varohjan
Denis, Jeffrey J.& Nancy
Depierrefeujfllain Y.
Depierrefeu,fllain Y.
Derby, Lawrence E.& Dilys J.
Derby, Paul L.& Marsha M.
Derby, Stanley E.
Derby, Jr. , Jaaes V.
DeSiiione,UilliaA S.& Elizabeth A.
DesAond, Walter F.& Nancy L.
Despres, Roger R.
Despres, Theodore 0.& Marilyn
Devin, Robert A.& Elisabeth I.
DeVito,Marc B.& TaMy A.
DeVito,Marc B.& TaMy A.





DiCeg lie, Jr., Vincent J.& Donna J.
Dick, Kenneth n.& Sharon 6.
Dickenson, Kenn in D.& Harsha A.
Dickie, Leslie & Paul Rhine
Dickie, Nark P.& Christine
Dickinson, Thelia J.
Diener,Noraan E.




Dolbeare, Scott H.& Mary Ryan
Donnelly, Joan & ^rge Mikels
Donovan, Uilliai J.& Hazel Q.
Doody, Richard B.
Doty, Edna A.
DcHig las, Donald & Thelna F.
Doyle, Theresa fl.
Doyle, Theresa P.
Draper, Dean C.& Elaine
Dresser, Gardner H.& Barbara
Dresser, Gardner H.& Barbara
Drudi,Gary U.& Kiiberly
Drugg, Jeanne F.& Herbert A.
[XiBo is, Bernard & Lorraine F.
Duffy, Robert E.
Duffy, Ronald U.& Janis E.
Duffy, Ronald W.& Janis E.
Dugan,Jaies J.& P.Ueber
Du«ais, Gerald L.& Donna E.
DuMais,hk)rAan R.J.& telody K.
DuAais, Repaid 6.
[hiAont,et al,J(^n & Barbara
DunchuSjDarlene & U.O' Hal ley, III
IXinchus, Kenneth S.& Nancy N.
Dunhan, Janes R.& Sandra J.
Dunhan, Kathleen R.
IXinhaa,^irley D.
Dunhafl,Uayne R.& Linda M.
Dunt on, Charles F.& Patricia
Duntcwi, Jaoes N.& Dora J.
Dunttm, Kenneth & Norna L.
Hap-iot Acres LAND BUILDINB
42,02-13
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN
NflHE Hap-Lot Acres LAND BUILDINB






NflWE HaHjit flcTBS LiM)




Buion, Arthur C.& Bethany E.
Gussian, Robert P.& Gertrude fl.
Gustafson, Alan R.& Judith R.
Gustafson, Alan R.& Judith R.
Haapala,Aili H.
HadselljTiiothy & Barbara U.
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn R.
Haggblad, Joseph H.& Diane H.
Hagglund,Hary L.
Hagstroa,IlI,Carl J. & Gail
Hagstro«,ni,Carl J. & Gail
Hal lett, Frances G.
Hal lett, Frances 6.
HaMl in, Francis A.& Irene
Haailton,Curtis T.& Sheila A.
HaMond, Andrew & Patricia
Hanc(N:k Hemes, Inc.,.
Hancock, II, Jaaes H.
Hancock, II, Jaees H.
Hancock, II, Jaies H.
Hancock, II, Jaies H.& Judith E.
Hancock, II, Jaaes H.& Judith E.
Handy, Jr. , Roy E.& ^irley L
Hanninen,John H.& Brenda L
Hanninen,Mary A.
Hanninen,Mary A.
Hannon,Jafles F.& Myrtle E.






Harkins,Rbt., Nancy & V.Lake
Harrington, Donald E.& ^irley A.
Harrington, Jr. et al, Robert N.
Harrison, Jr., EdMin J.& Beryl H.





Hautanen, Brian J.& Donna
HaHley, Jr. , Harry T.4 Elaine G.
Hayden, Gerald D.
Hayes, Gary
Haynes, Nathaniel & Robin
Haynes,Ti«othy & Susan L.
Heald,6ary A.
Heat ley, Craig B.& Adrienne H.










Hewitt, John L.i Mary E.
Hi Idreth, Ronald & Sylvia
Hill,Aarno I.& Hilda R.
Hill,Atle A.
Hill, David L.
Hi 11, David Li Nancy H.
Hi 11, David L.& Nancy H.
Hi 11, David L.& Nancy H.
Hill, Douglas U.
Hi 11, Howard H
Hill Estate, El eanore M.
Hill Estate, Eleanore M.
Hirschberger,Lenice
Hoag,UilliaA
Hoey,Jr. jClifton G.& Margaret
Hoi brcxik, Barbara R.
Hoi brook, Barbara R.
Ho Icoab, Gerald
Holder, M. Ethel











yoMT Map-Lot Acres LMD BUILDING
Jones, SAMiel B.& Barbara L.
PROPERTY VflLlMTIQN
mm
Kenney, Jr. , Harry E. & Constance S.
Ketola, Warren R.
Khoury, Brian U.
Kiberd,Myles A.& Eleanor B.
Kiberd,Myles, Eleanor, & Robert
Killeen,Pustin J.& Anne K.
Kil lory, Daniel & findrea M.
Kilpatrick,Uilliaa & Barbara
Kinney, David & Christine
Kirby, Megan
Kiritsy, Charles ft.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles ft.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles fl.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles B.& Anna
Kittredge,Philip M.& Barbara J.















Kottke,Sr.,Thoiias & Cheryl L.
Kottke,Sr.,Tho«as & Cheryl L
KoMaleski,Mary A.
Kraft, Stephen M.& Arlene L
KraMr, Sybil M.
Krisch, David A.& Margaret E.
Kruib i eg 1, Herbert & Phyllis
Krunklevich, Edward M.& Carole
Kublbeck, Linda & Jaaes
Kubl beck, Linda L.& Janes R.
Kuhlian,Mary E.







LeBlanc, Ronald & Luanne
Leel, Ronald & Annette
Leger, Joseph R.





Lewis, Jaaes T.& Charlotte
Lewis, Walter V.& Dorothy U.
LilbackjReino
Lilback,Reino M.& Carolyn
Lilbacl(,Reino H.& Carolyn fl.
Lilback Estate, Eino J.
Lilback Estate, Eino J.
Lisauro, Marino & Harie
LinderBan,Jaaes L.
Link, Susan S.
Linskey, Donald D.& Jo-ann H.
Linton, Margaret
Linton, Robert & Margaret R.
Litchfield, Eva P.
Lively, Daniel & Nancy
Lojko, Steven L.& Marie Carole






Loos, Charles B.& Carolyn A.
Lord, Barbara J.
Love, David M.& Elaine R.




Lund, Alfred P.& Patricia
Luopa,Arne U.
LyBberg,John U.& John A. Uarner
Lynch et al, Donald F.
MacAlister, Bruce & Marilyn





Hattson, Edwin G.& Shirley
Hattson, Jr. , Edwin 0.& Sandra
Haurer,Philip L.& Elizabeth
Haurer,Philip L.& Elizabeth
WM Fitzwilliaa Trust, Peter S«ith,Tr
HAW Fitzwilliai Trust, Peter Saith,Tr
May, Jeffrey L.& Sheila N.
May, Laurie C.& Darryl F.
Hay,Uarren H.& Linda J.
May,Uarren H.& Linda J.
May,Uilliafl H.& Jo Ann H.
Mayer, flrno
Mayer Molding Corp.,.
Mazaleski, Edward & Lillian
Mazzochi, Richard G.& Leslie C.
Mc flrdle, Margaret ft.
Mc Cann,yilliaa J.& Betty C.
Mc Closky, Richard F.& Mary P.
Mc Hugh, Judith ft.& Thonas J.
He Kenney, Robert F.& Claudia Cinaa
Mc Kenney, Uilliaa ft.& Karen I.
Mc Nutt, Donald L.& Iris B.
ftoCarthy, Caroline Hughes
McCulla,Tho«as S.& Beverly
McElaney, Alfred fl.& Beverly J.
McGrath, Michael P.& Joan F.
McHenry, Thoaas 6.& Jane R.
(^innon,Paul E.& Kathryn J.
McLaughlin, Bertram B.& Joan B.
McLaughlin, Bertram B.& Joan B.
i^aughlin,BertraA B.& Joan B.
foManus Estate, Marjorie E.
Meattey, Darryl D.& Janet






Medina, Doaingo & Lucille J.




mfC Nap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDINB
Mendeloff, Ernest N.& Kirstin 11,52 1.W0 180«8
Mendeloff, Ernest M.i Kirstin 11,55 2.9m 23800
«ercier,John fl.& Vicki L. 04,57-02 3.100 35650 58,050
Merrifield, B.Kenneth 15,12 4.400 49300 95,650
Merrifield,Erwin H.& Frigon N.E. 21,23 0.300 78000 36,700
Herri 11, Theodora M. 35,32 0.400 47500 21,250
Herriaan, Joseph & Janice Barry 09,18-02 8.050 51550 91,450
Heserve, Sally D. 14,05 78.000 36100 69,350
Methe, Edward J. 08,20 40.000 138000 83,950
Wethe, Edward J. 27,13 0.680 21000 4,950
Methe, Mark 12,53-02 5.570 39650
Methe, Michael fl.& Nancy 03,40 18.000 72W
Methe, Michael fl.& Nancy C. 15,22 4.500 50500 135,950
Methe, Michael fl.fc Nancy C. 21,22 0.070 41500 27,700
^tetzger, Frank J. 34,09-04 . 16,300
Metzger,J.Haye5 & Katherine 33,25 1.600 41300 129,850
Meyer, Dr. Eugene U. 21,25 5.500 49500 99,050
Meyer, Dr. Eugene U. 23,07 0.030 54000 3,200
Michel5on,Carl 07,07-08 500 13,350
Michelson, Frank ft.& Joan 26,07 0.300 74500 13,700
Michelson, Frank ft. & Joan 26,09 1.500 35000 61,700
Michelson, Kenneth, et al 26,11 3.700 84500 22,050
Michelson, Uayne H.& Elaine M. 13,03 5.000 40500 32,800
Middleton, Elizabeth M. 42,02-16 30400 21,450
Mi lanesi, Louis H.& Elaine ft. 03,26 3.000 40900 64,550
Mi lano, Joseph ft.& Alice T. 42,01-57 30400 5,450
Mi Iburn, Robert & Elizabeth 10,23-02 18.400 1350
Mi Her, Jeffrey D.& Jean 06,40-06 2.020 42550 77,900
Miller, John D.& Elizabeth 31,14 2.750 60000 73,800
Mi Her, John D.& Elizabeth 31,17 2.000 35000
Mi Her, Nancy U. 06,46 1.000 37500 23,050
Mi Her, Robert P. & Donna Jean 06,17-02 6.940 41400 67, 5M
Mi llett, Charles E.& Mary V. 35,31 -1.000 26000 26,550
Mills,Caaeron L.& Roberta ft. 42,01-80 30400 9,450
Miner, Michael G. et al 04,62 2.000 32500 56,200
Mitchell, Peter G.4 Susan M. 06,40-14 3.020 54650 95,050
Monadnock Lifetime, Products 15,36 7.300 106800 743,250
Monadnock Lifetiae, Products 34,27 0.470 45580 95,650
Monadnock Lifetime, Products 34,29 0.400 45500 90,900
Monaghan, Thomas 07,07-35 5000 15,250
Monether, Peter C.& fin ita L. 09,17 3.000 40000 102,650
Monkton, Donald S.i Dolores ft. 10,39 4.400 39850 33,100
127
PROPERTY VflLUHTION
NPME HiP-Lot ftcres LAND BUILDING




Nickerson, Ronnie A.& Lorelei A.
Nieber, Donald L.& Fay E.
Nieaela, Michael
Nienela, Michael F.& Carol E.
Nienela, Ralph J.& Grace M.*
Nieffiela, Ralph R.& Helen E.
Nienela, Ralph R.& Helen E.
Nieoela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J.






Nolan, Jr., Matthew J.& Mary B.
Norby, Steven A.& David J.
Norcross, F.Paul & Julia R.
Itorcross, F.Paul & Julia R.
Nosel<,Jr. ,Ualter J.& Frances Q.
fkHiry, Richard F.& Dorothy
Itoury, Richard F.i Dorothy H.
NoyeSjEflily Trcwbridge
Noyes, J. Nicholas & Enily











O'Leary, Michael B.& Elizabeth
Olsim, Ellen
Olson, Michael C.& ft.Seppala
Olson, Richard F.& Tania
Olsoi, Steve
Onan, Ralph H.& Itoreine D.
Oflian, Ralph H.& Noreine D.
Nap-Lot
PROPERTY VflURTIQN
NMC Wap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
0' Neil, Paul E.& Maureen L
PROPERTY VfLUQTIQN
MOMP Hap-Lot Acres LAND




Prigge,UilliaM N.& Kirsten 0.
Proctor, Jonathon R.& Nancy
Proctor, Nary M.
Proctor, Stephen 6. & Gail P.
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc., c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc. , c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc., c/o PSW
Providence College,.
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH
Public Service, Co. of NH




Pyrro,Uilliaa R.& Helen E.
Quesnel, Roger J.& Harriet
Quiaby,Tiiothy S.& Sandra
Quinn,John & Lora Burgoon
Quinn, Patrick F.& Siirley
(^innehtuk Co.,.
Radke, Janet & Richard Lany
Radke, Janet & Richard Lasy
Raitto, David & Melony Favreau








Raitto, Russell 6.& Dee N.
Raitto, Russell 6.& Dee M.
Raitto, Jr. ,Prthur & Diane
NiP-Lot
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN
NMC HiP-Lot Acres LflND BUILDINB
Raitto, Jr., Arthur J.& Dianne
PROPERTY VflLUATIQN
NMC
RieSjKernell & Harriet D.
Riley, John J.& Sheila B.
Riley, Thomas J.
Ri ley, Thutas, Concetta, Michael
Rine, Alexander L.
RobbittSfUillian D.& Theresa
Roberts, Jaoes U.& Sharon A.
Roberts, Jane W.
Roberts, Kenneth D.
Roberts, Kenneth D.4 Jane U.
Rotert son, Roland & Beatrice
Robichaud, Thoaas fl.i Jo-ftin
Robidoux, Jr., Edward J & Shirley fi.
Robidoux,Sr., Edward J.& Cora L.
Robinson, fin ita H.
Robinson, Jane
Robinson, Tifiothy B.& Mary Ellen
Rocheleau,Martin C. & Carol Ann
Rogers, Ja«es M.& Eleanor J.
Rogers, Robert & Diane McPherson
Rofflano, Joseph E.& Jenny
Rose, Joanne
Ross,Tho(Bas fi.& Elizabeth fi.
Rousseau, Arthur J.& Genevieve
Rousseau, Arthur J.& Genevieve
Rousseau, Edmund A.& Kay F.
Rousseau, Leona
Rousseau, Lola
Roy, Kenneth F.& Gail A.
Roy, Sr., Arthur C.& Joyce A.
Royce,John J.& Janet L
Roye,Uendell J.
Rudy, Jr. , Dan & Debra
Rugg, Madeline D.& Thoaas I.
Rugg, Madeline D.& ThoAas 1.
Rugg,ThoAas I.& Donna M.
Rumba, Richard C.& Lynne A.
Rumr ill, Robert & Deborah
Rupert, Royce H.& Lorna M.
Rupert, Royce H. i Lorna M.
Rupert, Et a 1, Royce H.& Lorna M.
Rush, Gary L.





Russell, Donald & Sherry
Russell, Dorothy D.& Raynond
Russell, John C.& Josephine
Russell, Leah, c/o Raynond Russell
Russell, Leah, c/o Raysond Russell
Russell, Leah, c/o Raynond Russell
Russell, Leah, c/o RayoKind Russell





Russell, Robert P.& Marion L.
Ryan, Dana & Nornan J.Chase
Rybak,ftaron
S & L Realty Trust, L. Richardson
S i L Realty Trust, L.Richardson
Saari, Grace M.
Sabino,EliKr
Sal it, Janice P.
Salni, Richard T.& Mary M.
Sci-nartino, Victor A.
Safiperisi,John 0.& Elizabeth k\n
Sanderson, Scot W.& Charlotte B
Sangster, Lilian M.
Santangelo,Jr. ,Rotert V.& Colony E.
Santini,Rotort & Tania
Santis,Arlene B.
Santy,Sr. ,John D.& ^aron fl.
Sargent, Jr. , Ronald E.& Nari(xi D.






Schnidt,Kurt G.& S. Ear ley
Schubert, Walter R.& Elaine K.
Schult 2, Robert E.& Phyllis S.























Sundquist, C.Daniel & Sandra J.




Sttezey, Clarence E.& Muriel H.
Swezey, Constance & 6.H Neuhoff
Sylvester, et al,Paul F.
Taddeo, Ronald Lee




Taaposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taiposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taiposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Tanposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taiiposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taaposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taaposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Taaposi, Nicholas & Mark Maynard
Tanenbaua,Ualter & M.Rockwood
Tard iff, Joseph E.& Ruth M.











Taylor, Uilliaa T.& Elizabeth
Tenney, III, Charles & Jenny Luopa
Terpstra, Michael D.& Kathleen
Theall, Robert J.& Diane





Thofflpson,flllyn M.i Rotert L
Thoffipson,Allyn M.& Robert L.
Thofflpson,Allyn M.& Robert L.
Thoffipson, Barbara L.& Michael
ThMpson,Eric & Mary U.
Thoapson,Eric & Mary U.
Thofflpson,Gertruad E.
Thoftpson, Peter
Thofflpson, Robert L.& flllyn M.
Thofflpscm,Todd C.
Tierney,Paul E.& Susan E.
Tierney,Paul E.& Susan E.
Tierney,Jr. ,terald F.& Joyce C.
Till5on,Hoffler S.& Dianne F.
Toltcm, George R.& Lynda
Tolton, George R.4 Lynda
Toflmila,fllan
To«Bila,Cory F.i Katherine R.
ToflMila,Felix U.& Helni E.
Tomi la, Felix U.& Helni E.
Toflmila,Felix U.& Helffii E.
To^ila, Felix U.& Helai E.
Tcmiila,Felix U.& Helni E.







Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
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Tl
